Long Life Prayer for HE Garchen Rinpoche

PHAK-PE YÜL-NA AR-YA-DE-VA ZHE/
The one known in the Holy Land as Aryadeva,

DO-KHAM CHOK-SU GAR-GYI RI-K-SU TRÜL/
Emanated into the Gar clan of Eastern Tibet as Chödingpa,

JIK-TEN-GÖN-PO THUK-SE CHÖ-DING-PA/
The heart son of Jikten Gönpo

PEL-DEN GAR-CHEN KU-TSE KAL-GYAR-TEN/
May the life of glorious Garchen remain steadfast for a hundred aeons!

NYIG-DÜ GYAL-TEN NYAK-TRE NE-KAB DIR/
In this age of strife when the Victor’s teaching faces hardship

THU-TOB DOR-JE TA-BÜ TÜL ZHUK-KYI/
through his powerful, vajra-like conduct,

RI-ME TEN-PE KHUR-CHI DAG-GIR ZHE/
He takes on himself the heavy responsibility of the unbiased teaching.

TEN-PE-NYI-MA GAR-CHEN ZHAP-TEN SÖL/
May Garchen, the Sun of the Teachings, live long!